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reaches 600 feet where a more abrupt slope to greater
heights commences This coastal plain is continued under
the sea gradually dipping till it attains the depth of 100
fathoms where it drops more or less abruptly to the ocean
floor This flattened rim between the shoreline and the 100
fathoms line is known to oceanographers as the continental
shelf The action of the waves and tides ceases to be felt
at about 600 feet depth and the immense deposits of silt
brought down by the rivers together with the deposits torn
down by the action of the waves are spread out and, form
this rim Here flourish the seaweeds and the vast array
of sea life which they harbour and so the shelf becomes the
feeding ground for most of the fish that are of use to man
Deposits of different kinds are ever accumulating in the
ocean     A shower of fine silt brought down by the rivers
earned out by waves or winds   dispersed by volcanic erup
tions or carried along by ocean currents   is always settling
to the bottom    Along with this goes another shower of lime
fragments made of the skeletons of the myriads of micro
scopic organisms that swarm in the ocean    The floor of the
ocean is thus covered with a mantle of fine mud or ooze
which fills up the hollows andj rounds off the roughness of
the ocean bed    These deposits fall   naturally  on and near
the continental shelf for the most part  and form the earth
like or terrigenous deposits found usually within 250 miles
of the shore     Farther out   in the deep water remote from
land are the pelagic deposits mostly stiff red or brown clays
containing little lime    These cover more than half the bed of
the Pacific    From the length of time which pelagic deposits
take to form and from the teeth and bones of extinct species
of sharks and other fish which are found at these depths
it is thought that these great depressions have never been
above water

